
RESEARCH METHODS DEFINED

What is Research: Definition. Research is defined as a careful consideration of study regarding a particular concern or a
problem using scientific methods.

Applied research , also known as action research, aims to find solution for immediate and specific problem s.
Review and interpret the information to draw conclusions Once you have gathered all the data, you can scan
your information and interpret it to draw conclusions and make informed decisions. Ethnographic Research:
Ethnographic research is an in-depth form of research where people are observed in their natural environment
with any alterations. In this example, there are two variables: cancer, and married women. This type of
interview lasts anywhere between 20 minutes to half an hour. After identifying what you need to know, you
should then ask what research methods will offer you that information. The responses collected are essentially
non-numerical. Primary data is collected for a specific purpose, i. Keep the findings ready Choose a
spreadsheet that allows you to easily enter your data. Types of Research Reseach methods also depend on the
type of research accprding to the purpose of the study. It will also allow you to verify that your research
accurately reflects the opinions of your clients and your market. Thirdly, data in quantitative research appears
in the forms of numbers and specific measurements and in qualitative research data can be in forms of words,
images, transcripts, etc. Primary data collection methods can be divided into two categories: qualitative and
quantitative. Research results that rigorously reflect the opinions and needs of your clients will help you grow
your sales and improve your operations. The researcher studies and understands the context in which the
documents are furnished with the information and then tries to draw meaningful inferences from it. In this
method, a researcher designs a survey with most relevant survey questions and deploys the survey. Detail your
research approach and some initial idea of how you will classify and analyze the data. Complete â€” includes
all the data you need to support your business decisions. You have to specify in your dissertation which
philosophy you are following. You can read more about types of researches here. This research method is
designed to depict the participants in a very systematic and accurate manner. Reliable â€” that can be
reproduced by other people who investigate in the same way. Positivism is an objective approach which relies
on facts and quantitative data. Find ways to improve your products or services to suit the needs of your
customers. All studies are based on some kind of assumptions about the world and the ways of understanding
the world. This method can prove to be a bit demanding in terms of a researcher getting adapted to the natural
environment of the target audience which could even be the Amazon rainforest! Gone are the days where a
survey was carried out using a pen and a paper. Plan your research Good planning allows the use of creative
and logical approaches to select the research methods that gather the information. Search Research Methods
Research methods is a broad term. A well-organized customer research process produces valid, accurate,
reliable, timely and complete results. Focus Groups: Focus groups are small groups comprising of around
participants who are usually experts in the subject matter. Preparation of conclusions and recommendations
about your research Review your goals before making any conclusions about your research.


